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Introduction



What is Industry 4.0

Term used to refer to the developmental process

in the management of manufacturing and chain

production.

Also refers to the fourth industrial revolution



9 Pillars of Industry 4.0

Source : David Burell, Plextek



Cyber-Physical System

computers and networks 

are able to monitor the 

physical process of 

manufacturing at a 

certain process.



Internet of Things (IoT)

Enables objects and 

machines such as mobile 

phones and sensors to 

“communicate” with each 

other as well as human 

beings to work out solutions. 

The integration of such 

technology allows objects to 

work and solve problems 

independently.



Smart Product



Machine to Machines (M2M)



Big Data



Cloud



Cyber Security



Design Principles:

Based on components above, allows manufactures to 

investigate a potential transformation to industry 4.0

technologies.



Industry 4.0 and 

Research

- The adoption of Industry 4.0 technologies will

push research in various fields such as IT

security and will have its effect on the

education in particular. A new industry will

require a new set of skills. Consequently,

education and training will take a new shape

that provides such an industry will require

skilled labor.



Trend of the future: 2025 and beyond

(point to ponder)

1. 10% of people will be wearing clothes connected to the internet.

2. 80% will have unlimited (sponsored) backup space in the cloud.

3. There will be one trillion sensors connected to the internet.

4. 80% of the world’s population will have Internet presence.

5. The first automobile entirely produced with a 3D printer.

6. 90% of world’s population will own a smart phone.

7. 90% of world’s population will have internet access.



Trend of the future: 2025 and beyond

(point to ponder)

8. 10% of all vehicles on the roads will be driverless.

9. More than 50% of home appliances will be connected to internet.

10. More rides will be made on shared cars than on private cars.

(Source: World Economic Forum 2015)



New technology is destroying and creating jobs at the same time. 

Being smart in choosing a career today will hopefully help us avoid 

being one of the people who will be replaced by technology 

tomorrow.

5 things to consider when choosing your career:

1. Study data science and/or get a job in data

2. Choose a job that robots still can’t do well – focus on jobs that require skills like 

creativity, problem solving and connecting with people on a human level

3. Keep in touch with the job market to get an insight of which jobs are in demand 

and its average salary

4. Be data savvy – learn how to use data to make decisions and solve problems

5. Get familiar with artificial intelligence



Research done by US Employment Bureau showing jobs

that are currently disappearing:

➢ Postal workers

➢ Industrial Sawing machines operators

➢ Telephone operators

➢ Fast Food cooks

➢ Travel Agents

➢ Agriculture labour

➢ Data Entry

➢ Books Store and Library jobs

➢ Electric and electronics assembly line workers

➢ Achivists

➢ Printing Technicians

➢ Oil Industries Operators

Least probable to be 

robotised:

Surgeons

Psychologists

Choreographers

Human Resource 

Managers

Systems Analysts

Anthropologists and 

Archeologists

Comercial Directors



Impact on research:

1. Research on education systems: The technological revolution 

described as Industry 4.0 is progressing more and more dynamically. The 

reforms in the school system should follow this progress, so that modern 

education 4.0 would be fully adapted and correlated with the progress of 

Industry 4.0.

2. Research conducted in research centers at universities should support 

the creation of new innovations in technological solutions for the needs of 

industry 4.0.

3. The education system should be improved in such a way as to create as 

much synergy and correlation as possible between the current 

technological revolution of Industry 4.0 and the reformed systems of new 

education 4.0.



4. Research in Technologies: Big Data database technologies, cloud 

computing, machine learning, Internet of Things, artificial intelligence.

5. The development of data processing analytics in Business Intelligence 

enterprises, the development of life science technologies, biotechnology, eco-

innovation, energy, medical intelligence, etc.

6. May be the latest will be cognitive computing in relation to human brains.



Challenges:

1. Security - the most challenging aspect of implementing 

Industry 4.0 techniques is the IT security risk ( security 

breaches and data leaks & cyber theft). Therefore, research in 

security is crucial.

2. Capital - Such transformation will require a huge investment in 

a new technology that doesn’t sound cheap.

3. Employment - Workers will need to acquire different or an all-

new set of skills. Different forms of education must be 

introduced, but it still doesn’t solve the problem for the elder 

portion of workers. This is an issue that might take longer to 

solve



Conclusion:

We must prepare our community to cope with this new era because

it will affect our life as a whole. IR 4.0 will directly give impact on:

1. Biological system (organisms, organs & molecular)

2. Social system (healthcare community, education community)

3. Physical system (manufacturing, mechanical & electrical system)

4. Enterprise system (economics. business model & talent)




